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PRIVATIZATION OF PRISONS IN ISRAEL: GAINS AND RISKS Uri Timor* The Knesset recently authorized privatized prisons in Israel. The rationale is primarily economic, based on claims about savings as high as 25%. Various studies contradict each other with regard both to cutting costs and to the efﬁcacy of privatization. Not all agree that quality of life, daily functioning, and the quality of educational and rehabilitative activities are better in privatized than public prisons. The Ministries of Finance and Internal Security decided on privatization for ﬁnancial reasons without holding a meaningful public debate on the social, value-based and moral aspects. such as whether it is appropriate for the state to transfer coercive power over prisoners lacking autonomy to private parties motivated by economic interests who could possibly exploit their power to proﬁt at the expense of the prisoners’ living conditions, treatment, training and rehabilitation upon return to the community. The notion of justice will likely suffer when subordinated to private proﬁt motives. The Privatization of Prisons Law in Israel partially discusses these problems by means of various clauses that restrict the possibility of harming prisoners’ rights and require care, education and rehabilitative activities, in addition to requiring strict supervision over activities in privatized prisons. However, in Israel, public supervision of privatized entities is inadequate. The rigor of the law is seldom invoked with private parties who violate laws or the terms of contracts they themselves have signed. Hence, the effectiveness of supervision is also somewhat suspect. The disadvantages of privatization render its merits questionable when compared with Israel’s current public prisons system. Despite extreme overcrowding and substandard facilities in some Israeli prisons, these function reasonably well. There is relatively little violence, and prisoners enjoy care, education, and vocational training. We may conclude that it is preferable to improve facilities in public prisons, expanding them and strengthening their rehabilitative orientation. This can be done by partially privatizing the care, education and rehabilitation components as well as the services and maintenance, while leaving the security and administration in the hands of the Prison Service.



I. Introduction—Prison Privatization in Israel: Gains or Risks? On March 24, 2004, the Knesset passed a bill for the privatization of prisons in Israel. The decision-makers in the government ministries debated the issue at length—with regard to both privatization, as such, and the degree of privatization—before the bill *
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was presented to the Knesset and passed. The Ministries of Finance and Public Security, having decided to promote privatization, at ﬁrst opted for partial privatization, modeled after the French system, in which the service and treatment functions are privatized, while the administrative and security roles remain the responsibility of the Prison Service. This option was chosen due to the fact that it would require no legislative changes, and in any case would pre-empt the intense public debate over economic and ethical questions to which extensive privatization would give rise.1 Here it should be noted that certain services in the Israeli prison system were already partially privatized; for example, in the areas of education and treatment, some employees draw their salaries from employment agencies, as in the case for in food services for the wardens. At a later stage, when it became clear that partial privatization would not produce signiﬁcant savings in the near future, and in order to accelerate plans to establish new prisons, the Ministries of Finance and Public Security reconsidered and decided to push for supervised full privatization, based on the British model.2 To this end, they initiated the appropriate legislative changes and, as mentioned above, managed to bring about the passage of a new law making privatization possible. From a strictly ﬁnancial standpoint, there is no signiﬁcant difference between prison privatization and the privatization of other social services. The many studies that examine privatization of these types of services differ in their conclusions regarding the beneﬁt or lack thereof in privatization. In general, many agree that privatization is not a panacea for ﬁnancial problems, and if an advantage exists, it is a relatively meager one.3 Many researchers have found economic advantages to privatization at one level or another.4 In contrast, other researchers have not found any signiﬁcant beneﬁts.5 From these studies we can conclude that if indeed a potential economic beneﬁt exists in the privatization of prisons, it is only partial and limited. 1
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See MINISTRY OF PUBLIC SECURITY, PRIVATIZATION OF PRISONS IN ISRAEL: MODELS AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS (2002) [in Hebrew]. See MINISTRY OF PUBLIC SECURITY, MEMO—THE LAW TO REFORM THE PRISON ORDER (AMENDMENT NO. 24, PRIVATIZED PRISON (2003) [in Hebrew]. See e.g. GRAEME A. HODGE, PRIVATIZATION: AN INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF PERFORMANCE (1999). See A. GALAL, L. JONES, P. TANDON & I. VOGELSANG, WELFARE CONSEQUENCES OF SELLING OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISE (1994); D. Newbery & M. Pollitt, The Restructuring and Privatization of the CEGB— Was it Worth it? 45(3) J. INDUS. ECON 269-304 (1997); N. Boubakry & C. Cosset, The Financial and Operating Performance of Newly Privatized Firms: Evidence from Developing Countries 53(3) J. FIN. 1081-1110 (1998). See e.g., M. BISHOP AND M. GREEN, 10 PRIVITIZATION AND RECESSION—THE MIRACLE TASTED: CRI DISCUSSION PAPER (1995); David Parker, The Performance of BAA Before and After Privatization: A DEA Study, 33(2) J. TRANSPORT ECON. & POL’Y 133-145 (1999); David S. Saal & David Parker, Productivity and Price Performance in the Privatized Water and Sewerage Companies of England and Wales, 20(1) J. REG. ECON. 61-90 (2001).
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Pro and con arguments on the subject of the privatization of prisons have been voiced and publicized in the United States, England, and other countries for the past twenty years. These arguments touch on areas such as the cost of running privatized prisons in comparison with public prisons, the efﬁciency of each type, the ethical principles followed by privatized prisons, privatization’s inﬂuence on law enforcement policies and on the public’s perception of punishment.6 Privatization of central elements in the penal system is not new. As early as the sixteenth century, private contractors ran houses of detention in England, making their living from the payments they received from the prisoners, their families and from the public at large, who would turn out to watch the prisoners.7 In England in the early 1600s, a form of punishment evolved in which private contractors shipped criminals to the British colonies in North America and sold them as laborers to plantation owners.8 In the 19th century, when prisons ﬁrst appeared in the United States, private contractors proﬁted by setting the prisoners to labor at different jobs.9 One way to explain the motivation behind transferring the handling of certain forms of punishment to private hands is the state’s desire to lower as much as possible the costs of the penal system. Another explanation is the desire of entrepreneurs to proﬁt.10 However, privatization has ramiﬁcations in many areas, far beyond issues of economy or proﬁt. One is in the area of formal supervision. Past experience shows that privatization expands the formal boundary of punishment.11 Transferring prisons to private contractors does not mean an end to the social control on the part of the state, but rather, its continuation by a private agent. Since it is in the interest of private contractors to increase their proﬁts, they will seek to expand their sphere of activity. Another ramiﬁcation is the change in society’s perceptions regarding the objective of punishment. Under pressure from individuals whose interests are served by privatization, the concepts of prevention, retaliation, and deterrence (which are relatively easy to implement through the simple expedient of imprisonment and which ensure a large, long-term prisoner population, and of course, attractive proﬁts) outweigh objectives like the rehabilitation of criminals and training them so that they will be able to return to society as contributing citizens (objectives which are 6 7 8 9 10 11



See e.g. DAVID SHICHOR, PUNISHMENT FOR PROFIT: PUBLIC PRISONS, PRIVATE CONCERNS (1995). See e.g., SEAN MCCONVILLE, 1 A HISTORY OF ENGLISH PRISON ADMINISTRATION (1981). ALAN TAYLOR, AMERICAN COLONIES (2001). Malcolm Feeley, Entrepreneurs of Punishment, 4(3) PUNISHMENT & SOC’Y 321-344 (2002). Id. Robert J. Lilly & Paul Knepper, An International Perspective on the Privatization of Corrections, 31(3) HOW. J. 174-191 (1992); See also, Feeley, id.
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relatively hard to achieve, expensive, and likely to diminish the criminal population.12 In other words, privatization leads to the growth of the prisoner population and to the lessening of their chances of rehabilitation. Research in criminology has long ago led to the general conclusion that not only does imprisonment not contribute to deterring criminals from continuing to break the law or prepare them to be reabsorbed into society, but rather, it exacerbates their criminal tendencies and minimizes their chances of ever rejoining normative society.13 An additional explanation for the renewed interest in privatization, besides the desire to cut costs and decrease the overcrowding in the public prisons, might be the perception that gained public acceptance towards the end of the twentieth century in western nations such as the United States, which sees public correctional institutions, including prisons, as incapable of coping with burgeoning crime.14 Thus, paradoxically, privatization, originally intended to overcome some operational limitations, is actually likely to make the problems that much worse. The public debate on the subject of the privatization of prisons extends to many areas and represents a broad range of opinions. Since this issue is intertwined with a broad range of interests, ideological positions, and emotional responses, the discussion only partially relies on objective data and arguments based on fact. The well-grounded claims may be divided into four groups: 1.Claims relating to the cost of privatization relative to its effectiveness. 2.Claims relating to the social/ethical signiﬁcance of privatization. 3.Claims relating to the political/economic aspects of privatization. 4.Claims relating to the quality of the supervision over the privatization. I will ﬁrst consider the various claims regarding the privatization models in various countries, namely the United States and England, based on the most up-todate research ﬁndings in these countries. I will then examine their validity in the Israeli social and economic reality.
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Alexis Durham, Origins of Interest in the Privatization of Punishment: The 19th and 20th Century American Experience, 27 CRIMINOLOGY 107-139 (1989); Shichor, supra note 6. See e.g. FRANCIS A. ALLEN, THE DECLINE OF THE REHABILITATION IDEAL: PENAL POLICY AND SOCIAL PURPOSE (1981); Michael A. Hallett, Race, Crime and For-Proﬁt Imprisonment: Social Disorganization as Market Opportunity, 4(3) PUNISHMENT & SOC’Y 369-393 (2002). See John J. Dilulio, What’s Wrong with Private Prison, 29 PUB. INT. 66-83(1988); Richard P. Seiter & Karen R. Kadela, Prisoner Reentry: What Works, What Does Not, and What is Promising, 49(3) CRIME & DELINQ. 360-388 (2003).
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II. The Price of Privatization Advocates of privatization claim that privatizing would save the state between ten to twenty-ﬁve percent,15 although there is no empirical veriﬁcation of this claim. For the most part, the research points to no uniform conclusion.16 There are certainly those who have found that the privatized prisons are ﬁve to ﬁfteen percent more economical;17 however, there are others who found no signiﬁcant differences in costs.18 The contradictory ﬁndings can be explained by such shortcomings in the research as faulty investigative methods (the samples taken were unrepresentative or too small), and failure to examine the relative importance of the different variables that were compared.19 A few studies that compared privatized and non-privatized prisons that were similar in size and prison populations found that the former enjoyed a cost gain of ﬁve to ﬁfteen percent.20 Other, parallel studies even conclude that privatized prisons are in the ﬁnal analysis, more costly due to hidden expenses, such as, the payment of compensation to prisoners who sue the state for infringing on their rights,21 or expenditures for a supervisory apparatuses. The proﬁts demanded by the concessionaires must be added, of course, to this reckoning.22 A number of studies have found that a prison’s cost does not depend on whether it is public or private at all, but on other factors such as the age of the buildings (the older the facility in which



See e.g., DAVID OSBORNE & TED GAEBLER, REINVENTING GOVERNMENT: HOW THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT IS TRANSFORMING THE PUBLIC SECTOR (1992). 16 Shichor, supra note 6; M. Zager, John E. McGaha & L. Garcia, Symposium: Prison Privatization and Public Budgeting: A Meta-Analysis of the Literature, 13(2) J. PUB. BUDGETING ACCT. & FIN. MGMT. 222-245 (2001); Dina Perrone & Travis C. Pratt, Comparing the Quality of Conﬁnement and Cost-Effectiveness of Public Versus Private Prisons: What We Know, Why We Do Not Know More, and Where to Go from Here, 83(3) PRISON J. 301-322 (2003). 17 See e.g., CHARLES H. LOGAN AND BILL W. MCGRIFF, COMPARING COST OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PRISONS: A CASE STUDY (1989). 18 R. Winn, Ideology and the Calculation of Efﬁciency in Public and Private Correctional Enterprise, in PRIVATIZATION AND THE PROVISION OF CORRECTIONAL SERVICES: CONTEXT AND CONSEQUENCES 2130 (G. L. Mays & T. Gray eds., 1996); PETER CARLSON AND JUDITH GARRETT, PRISON AND JAIL ADMINISTRATION: PRACTICE AND THEORY (1999); Travis C. Pratt & Jeff Maahs, Are Private Prisons More Cost-Effective than Public Prisons? A Meta Analysis of Evaluation Research Studies, 45(3) CRIME & DELINQ. 358-371(1999). 19 Perrone & Pratt, supra note 16. 20 JAMES AUSTIN & GARRY COVENTRY, EMERGING ISSUES ON PRIVATIZED PRISONS (2001). 21 Don Rudd, Will Privatization Cause Costs to Soar? ST. LOUIS POST DISPATCH, B7, Nov. 26. 1997. 22 H. Hatry, P. Brounstein & R. Levinson, Comparison of Privately and Publicly Operated Corrections Facilities in Kentucky and Massachusetts, in PRIVATIZING CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 193-212 (Garry Bowman, Simon Hakim & Paul Seidenstat eds., 1993). 15
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a prisoner is incarcerated, the higher the cost per prisoner) and the level of security of the prison (the cost per prisoner is higher in a high-security facility).23 In general, it is fair to say that the state should not expect a signiﬁcant economic gain from privatization, since the owners of privatized prisons are motivated by the desire to enjoy the highest possible earnings from their assets. It is reasonable to assume that even if there is a long-term decrease in the cost of running these prisons, in real terms, this will represent a savings for the owners, but not for the state.24 Regarding the quality of care and the level of recidivism in a privatized prison as compared to a public one, the ﬁndings are not uniform, and on occasion, they are even contradictory.25 Here too, the lack of agreement between the research conclusions can be ascribed to various methodological problems such as dissimilarity in size, security level, age of buildings in the prisons used for comparison, reliance on too small a sample of individual prisons; and the use of different methods of data collection.26 As far as speciﬁc areas are concerned, there is no consensus among the studies giving preference to either of the two types of prisons in terms of security, including prevention of escapes and attacks on prisoners or staff. Neither is there agreement regarding the quality of living conditions, educational activity and occupational training in the prison. On the other hand, there is relative agreement in favor of the privatized prisons regarding maintenance of the daily routine, resorting less to formal supervision.27 Concerning the level of recidivism of prisoners released from both types of prisons, two studies found that it was lower among ex-convicts released from privatized prisons than from public ones.28 However, since the methodology of these two studies was substandard (for example, they did not take into account signiﬁcant intervening variables), their ﬁndings should not be taken to represent reality.29 23
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CHARLES LOGAN, PRIVATE PRISONS: CONS AND PROS (1990); Pratt & Maahs, supra note 18. One explanation for the lower costs of privatized prisons in the United States is based on the fact that 95% of the privatized prisons are low- or medium-security, in which in any case operating costs are lower than in the case of high-security facilities. See ALEXIS DURHAM, CRISIS AND REFORM (1994). See also, James Austin and Garry Coventry, A Second Look at the Private Prison Debate, 28(5) CRIMINOLOGIST 1-9 (2003). Charles W. Thomas & Charles H. Logan, The Development, Present Status, and Future Potential of Correctional Privatization in America, in PRIVATIZING CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 51-74 (Garry Bowman, Simon Hakim & Paul Seidenstat eds., 1993); Perrone & Pratt, supra note 16. See Adrian T. Moore, PRIVATE PRISONS: QUALITY CORRECTIONS AT LOWER COST (1998); Perrone & Pratt, supra note 16. Id. LONN LANZA-KADUCE & KAREN F. PARKER, A COMPARATIVE RECIDIVISM ANALYSIS OF RELEASES FROM PRIVATE AND PUBLIC PRISONS IN FLORIDA (1998); DAVID FARABEE & KEVIN KNIGHT, A COMPARISON OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PRISONS IN FLORIDA: DURING AND POST-PRISON PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (2002). See Austin & Coventry, supra note 24.
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Supporters of privatization claim that the operation of prisons by private contractors under free market conditions will produce competition, which will contribute to quality service at a relatively lower price. Moreover, they claim, competition for the concessions will result in the selection only of those bidders who are excellent and inexpensive.30 In comparisons that privatization advocates conducted between the two types of prisons, the public prisons were presented as far more expensive, whether because of the high salaries paid to the prison administrators or because of the high cost of the products and services procured externally.31 Similarly, they present the privatized prisons as being more efﬁcient, due to the lack of rigid bureaucratic rules.32 They cite the private prisons’ use of new technology, that improves control and saves manpower,33 and their ability to raise capital for new buildings for the prisons in a short time.34 A careful examination of these claims reveals that they may refer to certain conditions at given times and in speciﬁc locations, however, they sidestep the essential differences between the two types of prisons, which should be addressed because of the very fact that at issue are public or private institutions. For example, it is possible to simplify bureaucratic procedures in public prisons. Likewise, there is no reason not to introduce into public prisons the same technological innovations as those found in privatized prisons, and there are already numerous examples of this.35 Also, the claim that the salaries in public prisons are higher than those in privatized ones due to the power of labor organizations does not reﬂect their substantive qualities, but rather a speciﬁc situation at a certain time; in the future, employees of a privatized prison are just as likely to organize and demand higher pay. On the other hand, in principle, a public prison can be run by administrators receiving lower salaries, similar to those paid to other employees in the public sector.36 The most far-reaching claim that can be 30
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Scott D. Camp & Gerald Gaes, Private Adult Prisons: What Do We Really Know and Why Don’t We Know More?, in PRIVATIZATION IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE (David Shichor & Michael Gilbert eds., 2001); A. DURHAM, CRISIS AND REFORM (1994). Jerome J. Miller, The Private Prison Industry: Dilemmas and Proposals, 2(2) J.L. ETHICS & PUB. POL’Y 465-477(1986); Camp & Gaes, supra note 30. Pratt & Maahs, supra note 18. Feeley, supra note 9. Zager, McGaha & Garcia, supra note 16. RICHARD W. HARDING, PRIVATE PRISONS & PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY (1997); Camp and Gaes, supra note 30. See e.g., THE PUBLIC COMMITTEE FOR THE REVIEW OF THE MINIMUM WAGE LAW IN ISRAEL, REPORT (July 2000), the salaries of about 20% of all those employed in education and community services are at or below the minimum wage level.
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made is that, under certain economic and social circumstances and at deﬁned times, there will be an economic advantage to the privatized prisons, for example, when the salaries of wardens in public prisons are high and backed by strong organizations. Under other circumstances, it is likely that there will not be such an advantage, or perhaps even that certain public prisons will prove to be economically preferable. The claims of supporters of privatization relate primarily to the cost-beneﬁt components, more or less down playing the moral elements and the social implications, perhaps because the privatized prisons are inferior to the public ones in these areas.37 In contrast, the opponents of privatization also take ethical, social, and legal aspects into consideration. Regarding the cost-beneﬁt index, the opponents claim that the cutting of costs in the privatized prison is generally achieved by reducing the size and professional qualiﬁcations of the staff. Therefore, by their estimate, these prisons typically experience incidents of violence and infringements upon the rights of the prisoners to a far greater extent than is the case with public prisons.38 Further claims of theirs charge the privatized prisons with avoiding investing in educational and treatment activities, whether from a desire to save on maintenance and operation expenses or from their resistance to activities of treatment and rehabilitation that would be likely reduce the prisoner population and adversely affect their future proﬁts.39



III. Value-Based and Ethical Signiﬁcance of Privatization In the ethical sphere, the debate touches, among other things, on the question of whether it is proper that the state transfer formal and social supervisory functions to private agents. In the speciﬁc case of prison privatization, the question is especially acute, since what is at issue here is the transfer of powers and rights regarding the care of human beings, and particularly regarding the use of constraining force on prisoners lacking autonomy, most of whom come from deprived populations.40 There is a difference between the privatization of enterprises that manufacture or provide services to an autonomous population, at liberty to choose whether to use these products or services and the privatization of systems that provide services purporting 37
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See David Shichor, Private Prisons in Perspective: Some Conceptual Issues, 37(1) HOW. J. CRIM. JUST. 82-100 (1998); Camp & Gaes, supra note 30. Austin & Coventry, supra note 20. Edwards Glyn, Public Crime, Private Punishment: Prison Privatization in Queensland 23(6) INT’L J. SOC. ECON. 391-406 (1996); Camp & Gaes, supra note 30. Michael J. Gilbert, How Much is Too Much Privatization in Criminal Justice? in PRIVATIZATION IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE (David Shichor & Michael Gilbert ed., 2001); Shichor, supra note 37.
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to improve the quality of life of people who are weak and dependent, like the helpless, sick, aged, or prisoners who are wholly dependent on these systems.41 Because of the ethical and social obligation to safeguard the already-limited rights of those who belong to these population groups, it is preferable from the outset not to privatize enterprises that provide them with vital services, or at least to exercise extreme caution in preparation for the privatization, to ensure that their rights are not violated. Privatization is likely to create conﬂicts between the ethical and social interests of society in general and the economic interests of the owners of the prisons to earn the greatest possible proﬁt. There is likely to be a conﬂict between the owners’ motive for proﬁt and their obligation to the government to treat prisoners decently. The owners will tend to act to increase proﬁts, even if this is at the expense of the quality of the care given to the prisoners and the safeguarding of their rights.42 Indeed, there are many examples of the violation of basic prisoner rights in privatized prisons.43 Another conﬂict is the prison owners’ interest in a fully occupied prison at all times, so to ensure high proﬁts. To this end, they are likely to support the lengthening of prison sentences and avoid any rehabilitative activity.44 In contrast is society’s interest to release prisoners as early as possible, to save expenses on them and to rehabilitate them so that they will desist from their delinquency.45 Here it should be noted that violating prisoners’ rights, while decreasing the quality of the care given to them and avoiding rehabilitative activity, contradicts both the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights, which was conﬁrmed by the United Nations members including Israel,46 and the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners.47 The issue of privatization in law enforcement and the criminal justice system touches on other facilities, beyond the privatization speciﬁcally of prisons. in the past twenty years. As noted above, past experience has proven that the privatization of components of the penal system always brings in its wake a broadening of this system; thus, more people ﬁnd themselves subject to the formal supervision of the 41
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See e.g., JOSEPH J. MEHR, HUMAN SERVICES: CONCEPTS AND INTERVENTION STRATEGIES (1988); YEHEZKEL HASENFELD & RICHARD R. ENGLISH, HUMAN SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS (1974). Judith Greene, Prison Privatization: Recent Developments in the United States, A paper presented at The International Conference on Penal Abolition Toronto, Canada (May 12, 2000). See e.g. Gilbert, supra note 40. JOHN D. DONAHUE, THE PRIVATIZATION DECISION (1989). See for e.g., Elaine Genders, Legitimacy, Accountability and Private Prisons 4(3) PUNISHMENT & SOC’Y 285-303 (2002). United Nations, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 10 (Geneva, Ofﬁce of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 1966). United Nations, Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, The First United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, 30.8.1955.
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criminal justice system.48 This characteristic is conspicuous in the care of youth with behavioral problems; for example, when juvenile prisons in Massachusetts were closed, the youths were sent to community facilities and to closed private institutions established for the purpose. The result was an increase in the number of youths cared for in closed facilities, since these institutions also received those who prior to the closure of the prisons would by no means have been sent to closed facilities.49 The accelerated increase in recent years in the number of prisoners in the United States as well as in England and Australia, and the further rise that is expected in the coming years, is explained in part by the impact of the mushrooming privatization of institutions for the care of those who break the law, including prisons.50 Prison privatization gradually brings about a change in social perceptions, which traditionally saw the state as having the exclusive authority in both the determination and the administration of punishment. The state’s traditional dominant erodes, and with it, to a certain extent, the concept of justice.51 It becomes evident that justice is not an independent value that stands on its own, but rather is subject to the various interests, including economic, of private individuals.52 Similarly, legitimacy is given to a new social perception that gives precedence to activity for the sake of private ﬁnancial gain over activity on behalf of the protection of the rights of individuals from different population groups, such as prisoners and minorities.53 At the same time, there has also been a change in society’s perceptions regarding the objectives of punishment. The aim of caring for criminals so as to rehabilitate them is fading, being replaced only by the aims of retribution, prevention, and deterrence. These objectives further the interests of the private companies that run prisons, interested in the highest possible proﬁts, achieved even if it means saving on prisoner care.54 This gradual process of the change in accepted social perceptions
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Feeley, supra note 9. ANDREW T. SCULL, DECARCERATION, COMMUNITY TREATMENT AND THE DEVIANT—A RADICAL VIEW (1977). Feeley, supra note 9; Genders, supra note 45. Dilulio, supra note 14. Despite the distinction between the judicial function of conviction and sentencing, which remains in the jurisdiction of the state, and the administration of the punishment by owners of private prisons, there are many intermediate situations in which the latter arrogate certain judicial powers to themselves, thus inﬂuencing the nature of the punishment. They do this, for example, when they impose punishments on the prisoners for violating prison discipline, or when they recommend that prisoners not be pardoned or not be transferred to a parole program. See Ira Robins, Privatization and Corrections: Deﬁning the Issues, 40(4) VAND. L. REV. 813-828 (1987); Shichor, supra note 6. Shichor, supra note 37. Shichor, supra note 6.
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regarding the state’s function leads to the proliferation and harshening of punishment, resulting in dwindling opportunities for those being punished ever to reintegrate into society as law-abiding citizens, and ultimately increasing crime.55



IV. Political and Economic Aspects of Privatization Prison privatization is but one example of a wide-ranging political and economic process that is sweeping western countries.56 In the United States, many private companies are engaged in providing the criminal penal system with goods and services worth billions of dollars annually, among them companies that operate private prisons.57 Private investment in prisons is considered an exceptionally good ﬁnancial investment, and was deﬁned in 1995 as being one of the ten best investments on the New York Stock Exchange.58 In 2000, the average net income for the owners per incarcerated inmate in a privatized prison was approximately $5000 per year,59 or a total annual net income of hundreds of millions of dollars. This large and proﬁtable market has tremendous economic and political power, which is likely to inﬂuence the policy and nature of punishment.60 The private companies that own prisons are tied to the political system by virtue of their money, and they lobby in the American Senate and the House of Representatives to further their interests.61 They also recruit senior ofﬁcials in the area of corrections who have retired from public service and take advantage of their connections with government bodies to further their business dealings.62 In this way the large companies that operate private prisons have managed to inﬂuence penal policy by means of legislation that in effect extends the periods of incarceration, such as laws mandating minimum sentences for speciﬁc crimes.63 Such
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See e.g., Hallett, supra note 13. See e.g., GLOBALIZATION, PRIVITIZATION AND FREE MARKET ECONOMY (C.P. Rao, ed. 1998); SHLOMO ECKSTEIN, SIMON ROSEVITZ & BEN ZION ZILBERFARB, PRIVATIZATION OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISES IN ISRAEL AND ABROAD (1998) [in Hebrew]. Robert J. Lilly & Mathieu Deﬂem, Proﬁt and Penalty: An Analysis of the Corrections—Commercial Complex, 42(1) CRIME & DELINQ. 3-20 (1996). Shichor, supra note 37. See Perrone & Pratt, supra note 16. Lilly & Knepper, supra note 11; Lilly & Deﬂem, supra note 57. See e.g., Gilbert, supra note 40; George M. Anderson, Prisons for Proﬁt: Some Ethical and Practical Problems, America: The National Catholic Weekly, November 11, 2000. Greene, supra note 42. See e.g., the California law requiring a minimum sentence of 25 years for commission of a third serious offense (“Three strikes and you’re out”). See also Hallet, supra note 13.
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legislation increases the number of prisoners, not to mention the proﬁts for the owners of the private prisons. In general, extending the incarceration of inmates and increasing their numbers in the prisons contributes to the brutalization of the penal system and to an increase in the number of inmates released from prison lacking the skills to be absorbed in the labor market. Of these, there is a disproportionately large number of minorities.64



V. Supervising Privatization There is a need for ﬁrm and efﬁcient supervision on the part of the state, so that the owners of the private prisons operate in accordance with the contracts they have signed with the governing powers, and also to prevent them from taking advantage of their authority to proﬁt at the expense of prisoner rights. Actually, the supervision should be technical in nature and as objective as possible, assuring that every clause in the contract is fulﬁlled properly.65 The more detailed the contract, including speciﬁc signiﬁcant sanctions for violations of any clauses, the better, making more effective supervision possible.66 In the United States and England, owners of privatized prisons who did not satisfy the terms of their contracts were ﬁned, and in a number of cases some even had the contacts to run the prisons cancelled.67 Richard Harding68 proposes a ten-item model to ensure public transparency of the administration of privatized prisons. One necessary characteristic is that the privatized prisons concentrate solely on administering and not on determining punishment, the latter being within the exclusive province of government representatives. A second is that penal policy not be inﬂuenced by anyone who proﬁts ﬁnancially from punishment. Another characteristic is that the private prisons’ administrative activities and their relationships with the authorities should be open to public scrutiny. Similarly, the prison staff as well as its programs should be culturally appropriate to the prisoner population. The experience of the past twenty years has shown that these qualities are not characteristic of many of the privatized prisons.69 64 65
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See for e.g., ELLIOT CURRIE, CRIME AND PUNISHMENT IN AMERICA (1998); Hallet, supra note 13. Robert J. Lilly & Richard Ball, A Critical Analysis of the Changing Concept of Criminal Responsibility, 20 CRIMINOLOGY 169-184 (1982). Genders, supra note 45. Id. Harding, supra note 35. See e.g., Ahmed A. White, Rule of Law and the Limits of Sovereignty: The Private Prison in Jurisprudential Perspective, 38(1) AM. CRIM. L. REV. 111-134 (2001); Genders, supra note 45.
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Michael Gilbert70 mentions 13 guidelines for the control of supervision and the safeguarding of the public interest, including: privatization should only increase the ability of the public to exercise formal and social controls, but not take the government’s place. Basic elements and functions of punishment should not be completely privatized. Care should be taken to preserve the public’s ability to ensure the continuation of formal supervision in cases in which privatization fails. Privatization by a single entrepreneur should not be allowed, in order to ensure competition and to prevent the formation of a private monopoly. Inspectors are likely to become the objects of bribery and corruption, with concessionaires encouraging them to conceal transgressions and contract violations. Thus, they should be kept as far as possible from corrupting inﬂuences and political pressures that would impair the effectiveness of their supervision. There are several factors likely to hamper public supervision of the privatized prisons. First of all, their administrator feel obligated to stockholders rather than to the authorities and the interests of the public at large.71 There is a tendency to conceal some facts, or to present them in a biased and inaccurate way, in order to avoid criticism. As far as the operators are concerned, they are under no obligation to volunteer information. The government should supervise the quality of their performance and determine whether they are upholding the terms of the contract.72 This policy hampers the inspectors from the outset, since they cannot be present in all places in these prisons at all times; therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there will be violations of various clauses of the contracts.73 If it is to be effective, the supervision, administered by the authorities and at their expense, is likely to be costly, so much so that the economic advantage of privatization becomes doubtful. For this reason, the authorities will be inclined to economize in this area and curtail supervision, thus corrupting its effectiveness.74 As mentioned previously, there is no lack of examples of directors of private prisons who do not abide by the terms of the contracts they have signed.75 70 71 72 73 74
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Gilbert, supra note 40. Glyn, supra note 39. Genders, supra note 45. See Shichor, supra note 37. There is an element of hypocrisy in this approach on the part of the directors of the private prisons in that, on the one hand, they claim that it is the government inspectors who are qualiﬁed to make a reliable professional determination as to whether they are upholding the terms of the contract, while on the other hand, in their criticism of the public prison, they present the government and its representatives as being ineffective and unable to administer prisons efﬁciently. Id. See also Gilbert, supra note 40.
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VI. How Reasonable Is the Decision to Privatize Prisons in Israel? What has been said here regarding the various aspects of privatization, its advantages and disadvantages, applies for the most part to Israel. In recent years a number of political articles were published criticizing the full privatization of prisons in Israel for economic, social and ethical reasons.76 The advocates of privatization in Israel, as those in other countries, concentrate primarily on claims concerning considerable ﬁnancial savings.77 On the face of it, these claims are even more persuasive in Israel, since there still exist several prisons housed in buildings that are old, unsuitable to function as prisons, and, therefore, expensive to maintain.78 Similarly, the Israeli prisons are notoriously overcrowded, a fact that severely infringes on the basic rights of many prisoners.79 However, these facts reﬂect the current situation and are likely to change in the near future. In the past ten years, a number of modern prisons have been established where the cost of housing prisoners is much lower than in the older ones.80 Overcrowding in Israeli prisons is, to a great extent, the result of the current security situation and the need to absorb many security prisoners and detainees.81 It is reasonable to assume that as the security situation improves, the problem of overcrowding will also be eased. Regarding the element of efﬁciency, the Prison Service has already had some experience with low-paid workers hired through private employment agencies. This practice was stopped due to legislation that mandated equating the rights of these workers with those of the other staff in the prisons. In fact, today the Prison Service already pays for a privatized detention facility for foreign workers, where the role of the Prison Service is solely administrative. Review by middle management has found the junior level security staff functioning poor; additionally staff turnover is extremely high.82 It is likely that similar problems will also plague other privatized prisons in Israel.
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See e.g. YOAV PELED, CRIME PAYS: WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE IN PRIVATIZING PRISONS (2000) [in Hebrew]; Ofer Sitbon, When Freedom Becomes Merchandise, HEVRA 12 (2004) [in Hebrew]. See e.g., Danni Biran, The Entrepreneur’s Prison, 10 ISRAELI PRISON SERVICE J. (July 2003) [in Hebrew]. Ministry of Public Security, supra note 1. THE PUBLIC DEFENDER, PROTOCOL ON DETENTION AND IMPRISONMENT CONDITIONS IN THE POLICE DETENTION CENTERS AND IN THE PRISONS IN ISRAEL (2003) [in Hebrew]. Ministry of Public Security, supra note 1. Id. L. Halevi, From Hotel to Prison, 11 ISRAELI PRISON SERVICE J. (December, 2003) [in Hebrew].
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Let us consider the ethical aspects of privatization in Israel. Again and again, in his annual report each year, the State Comptroller asserts that it is the authorities’ obligation to fulﬁll the needs of all the elements of society, including the weaker strata, to which most of the prisoners belong.83 For example, in his 2001 report, the Comptroller wrote: “Israeli society, similar to many other states, is not homogeneous. It contains strata that are stronger and those that are less strong, as well as weak ones. A society is judged by its ability to see to the needs of all those that belong to it, and it is its duty especially to care for its weak links and to work towards the right to equality for all of its component groups. Caring for the weak is important not only because of the contribution to the individual, but because of the contribution to the society as a whole, from both a value-based ethical standpoint and an economic one”.84 Concerns regarding the rights of the prisoners in the event that they are given over into the exclusive care and safekeeping of private entrepreneurs should have been a key factor in the decision on full privatization, and should in the future serve as a central consideration regarding further privatization. Whether Israeli constitutional law allows for the transfer of the administration of punishment to private bodies, whose objective is to proﬁt, is a question that has yet to be answered in Israel. It is doubtful whether such privatization is compatible with the Basic Law of Human Dignity and Liberty.85 It may be understood from the writings of the Supreme Court President Aharon Barak, that he believes that such privatization runs counter to the Basic Law. He writes, among other things, “At the heart of human dignity lies the recognition of man’s physical and spiritual wholeness, of his humanity, of his worth as a human being, without regard to his degree of usefulness to others. Human dignity presupposes the human being’s liberty, which is an end in and of itself and not a means to attain the ends of the whole or of other individuals.”86 According to this statement, even when the motivating factor is the beneﬁt of others, the law forbids harming one’s fellow man. As explained previously, the privatization of prisons is likely to lead to situations of this nature, it is inconsistent with Israeli law. One of the indicators that an individual belongs to the weaker strata of society is a low level of education. Regarding this index, 22.6% of the prisoners have had no schooling whatsoever, see THE PRISON SERVICE, ANNUAL REPORT (2002) [in Hebrew] compared with the 4.2% unschooled among all Israeli citizens between the ages of 25 and 64. See THE CENTRAL BUREAU OF STATISTICS, CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING, 1995 (1997) [in Hebrew]. 84 THE STATE COMPTROLLER, ANNUAL REPORTS 52B YEAR 2001(2002) [in Hebrew] (Unofﬁcial translation U.T.) available at www.mevaker.gov.il (last visited 16-2-06). 85 Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty, 1992, S.H. 1391. 86 Aharon Barak, Human Dignity as a Constitutional Right, HA’ARETZ, June 3, 1994 [in Hebrew] (unofﬁcial translation U.T.). 83
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Likewise, according to the Jewish world-view as presented by the Rambam (Maimonides), it would appear that full privatization is likely to contradict fundamental principles of Judaism. According to this world-view, the criminal is to be punished in accordance with his crimes, but beyond that it is forbidden to impinge on his dignity and his rights, or, in the words of the Rambam: “The punishment is performed according to what the judge designates as being proper and the need of the hour. And all his deeds should be for the sanctiﬁcation of God’s name, and he should not see respect for human dignity as a light matter, for we see that it even takes precedence over a rabbinic prohibition….And he must exercise great caution that their dignity not be destroyed.”87 Inadequate treatment, an unbending and scornful attitude, as happens not infrequently in privatized prisons, naturally runs counter to this principle. Another principle is that the punishment meted out to a criminal wipes his slate clean. At the same time, he is entitled to rehabilitation and, upon completion of his sentence, returns to normative society as an equal among equals. The Rambam writes, “Any person who sins and is lashed - returns to being a proper member of society. As it is written: Then thy brother should be dishonored before thine eyes. Once he has been lashed—he returns to being your brother.”88 Again, the accumulated experience in countries like the United States and England shows that the rehabilitative objective does not necessarily characterize private prisons. The law that endorses the privatization—establishment and operation of prisons under private management in Israel89—addresses some of the problems mentioned here and attempts to prevent them in advance. It sets out rules for protecting prisoners’ rights and it determines that prisoners in a privatized prison will be entitled to the same rights given to those in the public prisons. The law does not allow prison owners punishment rights beyond the actual retention of the prisoners and it places restrictions on the proceedings intended to increase proﬁts via direct or indirect impingement on the prisoners. In addition, it sets out strict supervisory arrangements over the operation of these prisons. The drafters of the law learned from the experiences of countries that preceded Israel in the privatization of prisons. They adopted, for example, the English model that establishes pre-deﬁned measures and levels of the types of services and activities the prison must provide to the prisoners, and concurrently ﬁnes the owners deviating from these previously determined measures. Despite this, there are considerable weak points in the law already, even prior to the operation of the ﬁrst private prison in Israel. The more conspicuous of them relate to 87 88 89



Rambam, Mishnah Torah, Hilchot Sanhedrin, 24: 10. Rambam, Mishnah Torah, Hilchot Sanhedrin, 17: 7. Draft Bill Amending the Law to Reform the Prison Order (no. 28), 2004 H.H.
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the anticipated efﬁciency of supervision over the agreements, their transparency, and the actual ability of the public to inspect activities occurring in prison and inﬂuence decisions regarding these activities. The law avoids determining the size of the Prison Service supervising body, leaving this decision in the hands of the Minister of Public Security and thus leaving an opening for unsatisfactory supervision.90 Considering the public professional criticism, the law establishes a professional advisory board devoid of real authority, whose role is to advise the Prison Service Commissioner on issues regarding the rehabilitation of prisoners, their health and welfare, as well as submitting recommendations for the establishment of an additional private prison91 The board does not have the status enabling it to inﬂuence decision making such as cessation of concessions to a private operator that does not abide by the terms of his contract. In other words, the nature of a concessionaire’s functioning and the continuation of the relationship with him will be exclusively determined by the Minister of Public Security and his representatives, without any obligation to external professional inspection. The absence of this type of inspection raises misgivings about making biased and unprofessional decisions regarding this complex and sensitive issue. A. Problems with Government Supervision over Private Bodies in Israel The law for privatization of prisons details the obligations of the entrepreneurs and places upon them restrictions, intended to prevent them from exploiting their authority, to the point of appointing a warden in place of the director, and even transferring administration and operation of the prison to the Prison Service by canceling the permit given to the concessionaire to operate a prison. Prison Service Warden Inspectors will supervise the quality of the prison and determine whether and to what extent the prison operator deviated from his authority and from the clauses of the contract he signed. If their supervision is professional and efﬁcient, there will be 90



91



An example of giving this type of supervision can be learned from privatized prisons in Queensland, Australia, where in the beginning one supervisor from the Australian prison service was employed full-time. Over the years this supervision decreased in a number of prisons to the point of a onehour visit a week, see K. Beyens & S. Snacken, Prison Privatization: An International Perspective, in PRISONS 2000 (Roger Matthews & Peter Francis eds., 1996). This is not the ﬁrst time that real powers were taken from an advisory board to the Prison Service Commissioner and the Minister of Public Security. Proximal to the founding of the state, the Minister of Police initiated the establishment of an advisory board with extensive authority, such as taking part in decisions about opening new prisons. The board was indeed established, but was quickly ignored and almost never summoned for discussions, until on 10.2.1952 the General Manager of the Ministry of Police informed the government legal advisor that “the board has decided to disperse,” see PRISON SERVICE, FACTS ON PRISONS AND PRISONERS (2004) [in Hebrew].
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fewer deviations from the law and the terms of the contract. The general experience in Israel teaches that government supervision over private bodies is not always effective. The State Comptroller’s reports cite many defects in the government supervision of private companies, including those established as a result of government initiative, such as television broadcasting channels. The shortcoming in supervision are not only formal; they also touch upon areas related to human life and the lack of quality of life. Following are a number of examples taken from the State Comptroller’s reports in the past two years, relating to four types of censurable activity: 1. Avoidance of making regulations and orders public. Some government ofﬁces avoid publicizing regulations and orders in certain areas, even though the law requires them to do so. An example is the Ministry of National Infrastructures, which is responsible, among other things, for companies for the import, storage, and supply of gas. The Ministry did not enact any regulations and did not issue any orders speciﬁed in the law that would regulate safety issues in the treatment of gas. Another example is the Ministry of Health, which has established no safety regulations for the use of medical instruments, including laser, ultraviolet radiation, etc.92 The Ministries’ omissions in these two examples can jeopardize public health and even cost human lives. 2. Lack of supervision. Certain government ministries do not conduct any supervision whatsoever over various areas for which they bear responsibility. For example the State Comptroller notes that, within the framework of the Ministry of Social Affairs, the Administrator-General does not supervise matters related to the physical welfare of individuals under the protection of guardians. Similarly, there is no supervision over unlicensed geriatric institutions that house elderly persons requiring long-term nursing care under undesirable conditions likely to cause bodily harm.93 3. Failure to initiate legal proceedings. Some government ministries neglect to initiate legal proceedings against companies under their supervision that violate the law or the terms of the contracts to which they are signatories. For example, the Ministry of National Infrastructures did not ﬁle suits
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THE STATE COMPTROLLER, ANNUAL REPORTS 53B FOR THE YEAR 2002 (2003) [in Hebrew]. available at www.mevaker.gov.il (last visited 16-2-06). THE STATE COMPTROLLER, ANNUAL REPORTS 54B FOR THE YEAR 2003 (2004) [in Hebrew] www. mevaker.gov.il available at www.mevaker.gov.il (last visited 16-2-06).
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against scores of companies that maintained gas storage facilities without authorization and in violation of the law.94 4. Failure to impose ﬁnes. Government ministries do not collect debts or ﬁnes that have been imposed on companies that violated laws or contracts. For example, the Council for Cable Broadcasts and Satellite Broadcasts within the Ministry of Communication, charged with the supervision of the holders of the concessions to operate television channels, did not usually respond to ﬂagrant contract violations by the concessionaires, and in the rare instances in which the Council imposed ﬁnes, it did not manage to collect them.95 These examples among others mentioned here reinforce the fear that the supervision of privatized prisons in Israel will not be effective. Based on past experience, the following concerns emerge: 1. Close, meticulous supervision over the activity of privatized private prisons will be lacking. 2. Legal proceedings will not be initiated against the owners of private prisons on account of contract violations. 3. In those cases in which ﬁnes are imposed against the owners, they will not be collected. In other words, there are certain concerns that the private entrepreneurs who establish prisons will not fully abide by the terms of their contracts and, as a result, will infringe upon prisoners’ rights as well as their chances for treatment and rehabilitation. B. Physical and Functional Characteristics of Public Prisons in Israel Despite the severe crowding in Israeli prisons and the partially defective facilities, the prisons in Israel cannot by any objective criteria be called unsuccessful. Besides modern, advanced prisons well-suited both for holding prisoners and for giving them care, Israel still has a number of prisons in unsuitable buildings and in a terrible physical state, completely unsuitable for holding prisoners and caring for them.96 In 94 95 96



The State Comptroller, supra note 92 Id. The Ministry of Public Security, supra note 1.
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addition, there is severe crowding in Israeli prisons, that among other things results in hundreds of prisoners sleeping on mattresses on the ﬂoors of their cells.97 In these conditions, on the face of it, it is difﬁcult to provide prisoners with the rights to which they are legally entitled and to care for them properly. Nevertheless, these difﬁcult physical conditions do not express themselves in severe behavioral problems or in a high rate of recidivism. On the contrary, relative to prisons in other western nations,98 there is a relatively low level of violence in Israeli prisons, as manifest for example in the low incidence of homicides99 and homosexual rape,100 and in the relatively low incidence of escape attempts and escapes.101 These low rates of violence can be ascribed to how the prisoners are regarded and treated. Relative to many countries in the western world, prisoners in Israel enjoy a wider range of possibilities for maintaining contact with their families and with normative society. In most cases they enjoy free telephone privileges, most of them are entitled to leaves from prison after they have served one fourth of their sentence, and those who are not entitled to vacations are entitled to conjugal visits with their partners in special buildings on prison grounds designed for that speciﬁc purpose. Care of the prisoners is relatively varied and comprehensive. The number of social and educational workers in Israeli prisons is relatively high.102 Most of the prisons have rehabilitative programs for withdrawal from drugs, generally in special wings for this purpose. One prison in particular has been entirely designated for rehabilitative The Public Defender, supra note 79. See e.g. regarding rape—Gordon J. Knowles, Male Prison Rape: A Search for Causation and Prevention, 38(3) HOW. J. CRIM. JUSTICE 267-282 (1999) and regarding violence—ALAN ELSNER, GATES TO INJUSTICE: THE CRISIS IN AMERICA’S PRISONS (2004). 99 Between August 1998 and July 1999 there were 80 homicides in the 94 private prisons in the United States, which housed 69,188 prisoners, see Camp and Gaes, supra note 30. In contrast, in Israel, there were no homicides in the prisons during this period, see Prison Service Spokesperson (2005). 100 In 2003, less than ten cases of homosexual rape were reported in Israeli prisons. The same was true for each of the previous years, 1997-2002, id. 101 In 2003, there were ten escapes from Israeli prisons, a ratio of 1 escaped prisoner for every 1000 prisoners, id. The parallel ratio, for example, in the same year in New Zealand and Canada was ﬁve out of every 1000 prisoners, See THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, NEW ZEALAND PREVENTING ESCAPES (2003). 102 The numerical ratio between social workers and prisoners in Israel is 1/80, see Prison Service Spokesperson, supra note 99. This is a relatively high number compared to many other countries. See e.g., the numerical ratio in Bavaria, Germany is 1/100, see the Prison Service of Bavaria Basic Information, available at www.justizvollzug-bayern.de/JV/English (2002). and in South Africa it is 1/330, see Parliamentary Monitoring Group, Prisoners in South Africa, available at www.Pmg.org.za/docs/2001/appendices/010918KZN2.ppt, posted 2002 (last visited 2-2-06). 97 98
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programs such as treatment of inmates imprisoned on account of domestic violence or drug addiction. In several prisons, there are special wings for religious rehabilitation. There are also rehabilitative wings in a number of prisons, from which the prisoners leave to work outside the prison, approximately one third of all inmates work. In 2003, 18.6% of the inmates worked in maintenance and services and 14.5% received vocational training or worked in various plants, some of which are private, on the prison grounds.103 These inmates receive a salary for their work, which can approach minimum wage.104 A broad range of educational activities for criminals is carried out in all of the prisons. Some 25% of all the prisoners acquire an education at different levels, in formal classes. The majority of the prisoner population participates in informal educational activities in educational centers and in the wards.105 In the last ten years, there has been a steady decline in the level of recidivism inside the prisons in Israel, and may be attributed in part to the educational and social care they receive. In 1994, 71.1% of the criminal prisoners were serving a second term (or more), in 1998 recidivism among prisoners fell to 65%, and in 2002 it fell even further, to 61.6%. In total, the following assessments can be made: 1. Despite the difﬁcult physical conditions and the extreme crowding that inevitably harm the quality of its operation, and in comparison with prisons in many other nations the public Israeli prison has not failed in its mission.106 2. If prison conditions are improved, appropriate budgets allocated, additional new buildings established according to need and are suitable for their purpose as prisons and detention houses, and if new rehabilitative programs are developed, it will be possible to provide the prisoners with more humane and effective treatment that might also promote their rehabilitation. C. Alternatives to Full Privatization In any decisions that are made about basic changes in the prisons, it is important to THE PRISON SERVICE, ANNUAL REPORT (2003) [in Hebrew]. See the Prison Service of Bavaria Basic Information, supra note 102. 105 THE PRISON SERVICE, ANNUAL REPORT (2002) [in Hebrew]. 106 According to the Prison Service’s mission statement, the essence of the service’s role is “Holding prisoners and detainees in a secure and appropriate setting, while protecting their dignity, fulﬁllment of basic needs and giving remedial tools to all the suitable prisoners in order to improve their ability to be reintegrated into society upon their release. This in cooperation with various institutional and community agents” see THE PRISON SERVICE, THE STATEMENT OF STRATEGY OF THE PRISON SERVICE (1998) [in Hebrew]. 103 104
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relate not only to economic considerations, some of which are disputable and shortterm only, but also to social and ethical considerations, for both the individual and the society. Thus, various decisions may be made that likely lead to a more constructive mode of coping with crime and its perpetrators. For example, establishing partially privatized prisons according to the French model, where care, educational, and rehabilitative activities are given by external specialists, services and maintenance are also privatized, and security and administration remain in the hands of the Prison Service. This type of partial privatization will protect against the infringement on prisoners’ rights and the encroaching on their chances for rehabilitation, reduce the likelihood of brutalization of the penal system, and allow effective supervision over prison activities. One change that is called for is differential care for different categories of prisoners; initial steps in this direction have already been taken. The prisoner population includes large sub-groups with special personality and/or behavioral characteristics. Today it is possible to contribute to their rehabilitation with the help of the extensive professional knowledge that has accumulated over the years in Israel and in other countries. In countries like Germany, certain states in the United States, and Scandinavia, there are public and private cognitive behavioral or socio-therapeutic treatment settings that are caring and relatively successfully for convicted criminals, some within the prisons and some in special institutions outside the prisons.107 As stated, in recent years in Israel, special prisons were designated for the exclusive care of special prisoner populations such as juvenile prisoners, drug addicts and those imprisoned because of family violence.. Interim evaluations regarding the effectiveness of the care in these facilities are positive.108 It seems to me that the direction of this development, which will also be based on the activity of private professional bodies, affords the opportunity to break the cycle of crime and provides a fairer attitude to populations that end up in prison because of functional difﬁculties arising from personality and behavioral problems. See e.g., Lorez Bollinger, Therapy Instead of Punishment for Drug Users—Germany as a Model 8 EUR. ADDICT RES. 54-60 (2002); Barbara Rawlings, Therapeutic Communities in Prisons: a Research Review 20 INT’L J. THERAPEUTIC & SUPPORTIVE ORG. 177–193 (1999); CAROLINE FRIENDSHIP, LINDA BLUD, MATT ERIKSON & ROSIE TRAVERS, AN EVALUATION OF COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL TREATMENT FOR PRISONERS (2002). 108 See DAVID WEISBURD, EFRAT SHOHAM & LIOR GIDON, FOLLOW-UP STUDY AMONG RELEASED PRISONERS WHO HAVE GRADUATED FROM THE NATIONAL REHABILITATION CENTER IN HASHARON PRISON BETWEEN THE YEARS 1994-1997 (2002) [in Hebrew]. The program for the treatment of violent prisoners “Beit Hatikva” (“House of Hope”) in Hermon Prison won an award from the International Corrections and Prisons Association, ICPA, when it convened in Holland in October, 2002. 107
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Alongside this proposal, there is room for further proposals. An example of such a proposal is the advancement of the rehabilitation of prisoners found to be capable of such rehabilitation, by shortening the length of their stay in prison, on condition they join rehabilitation programs outside prison that will also be operated by private professional bodies, for a ﬁxed, predetermined amount of time. Of course, ways to increase efﬁciency and minimize the cost of maintaining the prisons should be pursued. One example is, by transferring the prisons to the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice or the Ministry of Social Affairs; thus salaries of the prison wardens are not linked to the high salaries and fringe beneﬁts of the various security branches. Many other steps may be taken as well.



VII. Conclusion The general conclusion that emerges from research and experience accumulated in countries that introduced full privatization of prisons is that a privatized prison is not signiﬁcantly preferable, neither in cost nor efﬁciency, and that unlike a public one, it gives rise to weighty social, ethical, political, and economic controversies which call into question its legitimacy and beneﬁt. Israel’s special traits and the experience gained here, both in the area of the privatization of public services and of the maintenance and care of prisoners, also raise doubts regarding the expected effectiveness. The new privatization of prisons law, despite a number of inherent problems, attempts to prevent a portion of the difﬁculties discovered in operating privatized prisons in other countries. This law’s level of success can only be tested in a number of years. Clearly there is a need to improve the prisons in Israel in terms of the quality of the buildings, the degree of their suitability to serve as prisons, the number of prisoners that they can absorb, care of the prisoners, and training them to return to society as law-abiding citizens. This improvement is not essentially related to the privatization of prisons and is not dependent on it, but it can be assisted by a wise privatization of different components in the prison system and of the settings that care for the released prisoner. In my estimation, it is possible to achieve these goals in various ways. The prisons can be partially privatized, similar to the French model, where the care, education, and rehabilitation are outsourced. Services and maintenance can also be privatized, while security and administration should remain in the hands of the Prison Service. It is important to essentially change the system of incarceration by diverting part of it to a specialized rehabilitative system, to provide professional care to speciﬁc
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prisoner populations, such as drug addicts or those guilty of domestic violence, in the conditions of a closed treatment facility. Naturally, there is room to improve the way in which the Prison Service is operated; certain steps in the direction of the reforms proposed herein have been taken already.109 It is advisable that Israeli prisons not imitate full privatization models, as exercised in countries like the United States and England, models that are likely to expand the prisoner population in Israel and contribute to the exacerbation of the profound social gaps, which in any case exist within the country. One concluding remark—as a result of the new legislation, initial steps have been taken recently toward the establishment of the country’s ﬁrst privatized prison. This may be a blessing in disguise since the criticism of full privatization may lead to improvement and promotion of the existing system.
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See e.g. M. Yerushalmi and Shira Bar-Yosef-Yerushalmi, Prison Privatization—Conﬂicting Interests Between Economic and Moral Dimensions, in IN THE PURSUIT OF JUSTICE: STUDIES IN CRIME AND LAW ENFORCEMENT IN ISRAEL (L. Eden, E. Shadmi & I. Kim eds., 2004) [in Hebrew].
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